**Remember Me (chart)**

da: Moira Blackburn

Modello: SCHMB-RMS_chart

Chart version. Threads and fabrics are not included. *Inspired by Samplers admired in Museums, all sampler from Moira Blackburn© are designed with threads and fabric chosen to look aged & authentic.*

**Price: € 17.07** (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Jane Williams Sampler
da: Moira Blackburn

Modello: SCHMB-JWS

Jane Williams Sampler
Inspired by Samplers admired in Museums, all sampler from Moira Blackburn® are designed with threads and fabric chosen to look aged & authentic.

Price: € 13.65 (incl. VAT)
Nancy Bintliff Sampler

Modello: SCHMB-NBS

Nancy Bintliff Sampler

Inspired by Samplers admired in Museums, all sampler from Moira Blackburn® are designed with threads and fabric chosen to look aged & authentic.

Price: € 8.53 (incl. VAT)